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Abstract
In general, the identification and verification are done by passwords, pin number, etc., which is easily cracked by others. Biometrics is a powerful and unique tool based on the anatomical and behavioral characteristics of the human beings in order to prove their authentication. This paper proposes a novel recognition methodology of biometrics named as Finger Knuckle print (FKP). Hence this paper has focused on the extraction of features of Finger knuckle print using Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), and the key points are derived from FKP are clustered using K-Means Algorithm. The centroid of K-Means is stored in the database which is compared with the query FKP K-Means centroid value to prove the recognition and authentication. The comparison is based on the XOR operation. Hence this paper provides a novel recognition method to provide authentication. Results are performed on the PolyU FKP database to check the proposed FKP recognition method.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Biometrics is defined as the measure of human body characteristics such as fingerprint, eye, retina, voice pattern, Iris and Hand measurement. It is a powerful and unique tool based on the anatomic and behavioral characteristics of the human beings. Most anatomical characteristics used for security application are fingerprint, Iris, face and palm print [4][5][6]. Apart from anatomical characteristics, behavioral characters like voice, signature, and gait moments are also used to recognize the user. Most biometric systems that are presently used in real time applications, typically uses a single biometric characteristic to authenticate a user. So authentication leads major part in the secured way of communication. Currently, passwords and smartcards are used as the authentication tool for verifying the authorized user. However, passwords are easily cracked by dictionary attacks, as well as the smart cards are stolen by anybody, and then we cannot check who the authorized user is. So the biometrics is an only remedy for the problems. This paper discusses about the new biometric identifier named as finger knuckle print shown in Fig.1. Many researchers are going on this new emerging biometric because, which is an also unique characteristic like fingerprint, Iris, etc. in order to prove the genuine user. The Finger Knuckle print recognition system contains data acquisition, ROI extraction, feature extraction, coding, and matching process [3] [12]. The features of FKP are extracted using the Gabor filtering with the cropped region of interest. The Gabor filter features are matched for recognize the user which was explained by Zhang, et.al [3] [12]. The average values of global and local orientation features of finger back surface or FKP was analyzed and matched with Fourier transform and Gabor filter respectively [2].

Fig.1. An Image of Finger Knuckle Print

Zhang, et.al proposed the score level fusion with FKP was performed with the phase congruency, local feature and local phase features [1]. David G.Lowe proposed a novel approach to extract the Invariant Features as key points used for object recognition using Hough transform [14]. The local information of FKP was accessed using Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and Speed up Robust Features (SURF) [8] [14] [18]. The SIFT algorithm is used to get the key points using the scaling and invariant features which were matched to prove the user authentication [8] [14]. Ajay et.al, proposed a new method of triangulation, which is used to authenticate the hand vein images of finger knuckle surface of all fingers [9] [13].

Fig.2. General Biometric Recognition Process

The fingerprint recognition was done with image segmentation and K-Means clustering and by Gongping Yang et.al [10]. Orthogonal linear discriminant analysis was also used to recognize the FKP along with Gabor filter [17]. The general recognition process was shown in Fig.2, which consists of two- phase, i.e., enrollment phase and verification phase. The first extracted features of any biometrics are stored in the database is known as enrollment phase and the same features are matched with the database using the query input is known as
verification phase. Above all the papers are explained that key points as key features are used to match the FKP image with its database for its recognition. This paper proposes an innovative of extracting the features of FKP using SIFT algorithm after the histogram process. Afterwards the key points extracted from the SIFT are clustered into groups with the K-Means algorithm, which is then converted into bits. The bit values are stored in the database, and these bits are used to match the authenticate user through the XOR operation process. The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 describes about structure of the proposed work. Section 3 gives the details of the feature extraction of FKP. Section 4 discusses about the clustering process using K-Means Algorithm. Section 5 explains about the enrollment and verification phase. The experimental results and the analysis are discussed in section 6. Finally, section 7 provides the conclusion.

2. STRUCTURE OF PROPOSED WORK

Biometrics is a technique used to provide unique individual characteristics of a human being. The clustering is a method, which will give centroid value of the group which reduces the number of points of a system. So this paper proposes a new technique named as biometric clustering system to merge the above two process to provide authentication for individuals. This paper proposes a novel method to combine the SIFT algorithm with clustering to find the output values of knuckle print in the bit format. This paper also consists of two process i.e. enrollment and verification phase.

The enrollment process is shown in Fig.3. In this phase, the key points are extracted from the finger knuckle print using histogram and scale invariant feature transform. The key points are placed on the graph and clustered together to find the centroid value using K-Means algorithm. Then the centroid value is converted to binary values which is stored in the database.

The next phase of this paper is the verification phase which is shown in Fig.4. First step of the verification phase is same as enrollment phase to find the binary values with SIFT and K-means algorithm. The value found out from the query input is compared with values in the database. The comparison is done by XOR operation i.e. all the outputs of the compared values are zero, then the user is authenticated, otherwise the user is not a genuine user.

3. FEATURE EXTRACTION OF FINGER KNUCKLE PRINT

Finger Knuckle print is emerging tool of biometrics. The FKP is consisted of a number of curvatures. The paper proposes a feature extraction of FKP using SIFT algorithm [14]. The process of feature extraction is shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4 as first two steps i.e. Histogram equalization and SIFT key point extraction. Each valid key point is been characterized by two parameters: x-coordinate and y-coordinate. The first process of feature extraction is histogram equalization, which is used to enhance the input image of FKP in order to acquire the spatial characters correctly. Histogram equalization is used to enhance the visualization effect by increasing the pixel size which is shown in Fig.5(b).
image to detect the key point locations which is invariant to scale change. The difference of Gaussian is calculated by Eq.(1) and Eq.(2).

\[
L(x, y, \sigma) = G(x, y, \sigma) * I(x, y)
\]

\[
D(x, y, \sigma) = G(x, y, k\sigma) * I(x, y) - G(x, y, \sigma) * I(x, y)
\]

\[
D(x, y, \sigma) = L(x, y, k\sigma) - L(x, y, \sigma)
\]

In the above equation \(I(x, y)\), \(G(x, y, \sigma)\), \(L(x, y, \sigma)\), and \(D(x, y, \sigma)\) are represents the image, Gaussian function, scale-space of image and Difference of Gaussian function respectively. The Gaussian function is calculated by using Eq.(3).

\[
G(x, y, \sigma) = \frac{1}{2\pi\sigma^2} e^{-\frac{(x^2+y^2)}{2\sigma^2}}
\]

These localized key points are shown in Fig.6(a). These selected values are named as key points. To eliminate the low contrast points along the edge of the image, Taylor’s expansion method is used. After applying the Taylor expansion, stable key points are selected and located by eliminating the low intensity pixel key points. The orientations of key points are assigned for the selected key points. The key points taken from the fingerprint print is shown in Fig.6(b). The key points selected are scale invariant points. The selected key points co-ordinates are plotted in a graph which is shown in Fig.6(c).

4. K-MEANS CLUSTERING

Clustering is the process of grouping a non-linear set of objects. This approach can assign the database of \(n\)-objects into \(k\)-number of clusters \((k < n)\). The main concept of this K-Means approach is every object in the database must contain in any of the clusters or group, then every cluster must contain a minimum of one object. Then each cluster can be used to find a mean vector; according to this approach, it comes under the category of the centroid model.

In this paper, K-Means clustering is used to find the set of genuine key points, which is converted into binary bits and stored in the database in enrollment phase. The process of fingerprint K-Means clustering is shown in Fig.7 [11].
The key points are taken from the feature extraction process are clustered using this algorithm. Consider the key points are given as the input data vectors’ $M = (m_1, \ldots, m_n)$. K-Means algorithm starts by initializing the first co-ordinates values as the centroid and defined the numbers of clusters to be split. According to our problem, this paper proposes the eight number of clusters to be defined, and to these objects are assigned to an each cluster initially. Then according to the initial centroid value, calculate distance between centroid and minutiae points using Euclidean distance equation (4). The minimum distance is retained in the updated distance matrix.

$$
||c_i - m_k||^2 = \sum_{j=1}^{n} [c_i(j) - m_k(j)]^2 + \sum_{j=1}^{n} [c_j(j) - m_k(j)]^2
$$

(4)

The key points were grouped into new clusters until an optimum cluster reached. The optimum cluster value is reached, there after there are no possible movements for the minutiae points to move on the next cluster. At optimum level, centroid value is also calculated. The Centroid and key point binary value is calculated from the key points using this algorithm.

5. ENROLMENT AND VERIFICATION PHASE

The paper consists of two phases named as enrollment phase and verification phase. The enrollment phase is first process of this Finger knuckle print recognition system. Here the input images used for this paper are downloaded from Hong Kong Polytechnic University. The steps of enrollment phase are as follows,

- After extracting the key points are mapped on the map, and their points are clustered using K-Means algorithm.
- The centroid values calculated from k-means clustering are converted into 128 bit binary values, which are stored in the database.

The next phase is verification phase. The steps of this phase are as follows,

- The first step is to enhance the query image of finger knuckle print by histogram equalization method.
- The next step is to extract the key points from the enhanced query finger knuckle print using SIFT algorithm.
- After extracting the key points are mapped on the map, and their points are clustered using K-Means algorithm.
- The centroid values calculated from k-means clustering are converted into 128 bits of binary values, which are compared with the stored 128 bits of binary values of finger knuckle print with XOR operation.
- Here, if the both values are same, the result is zero, else values are different, and the result is one. Finally, the result is zero means the user is genuine otherwise the user is imposter one.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Experiments in this paper are conducted using the finger knuckle print database from FKPROI of Hong Kong Polytechnic University [7]. This database contains Finger Knuckle Print images with its region of interest alone by cropping the outer surface image. This database consists of four sub databases; they are left index FKP, left middle FKP, right index FKP and right middle FKP. Each sub database consists of 165 fingers of 12 images each. Totally, database consists of 660 folders of 7920 FKP images. The finger knuckle print image is enhanced with histogram equalization, which is shown in Fig.5(b) and Fig.8.

![Histogram equalization of FKP](image-url)

The output of finger knuckle print key point localization and key point’s extractions are shown in Fig.6(a) and Fig.6(b). The key point values of finger knuckle print are grouped into eight clusters, and its centroid value is found, which is converted into 128 binary bits, which are used to store and compare the values.
in enrollment and verification phase. The centroid value of k-Mean clustering biometric finger print key is shown in the Fig.9.

![Image](image.png)

**Fig.9.** K-Mean Clustering graph for finger Knuckle print points

![Image](image.png)

**Fig.10.** Generation of 128 binary bits of FKP

The centroid value is converted into binary value of 128 bits, which is shown in Fig.10. For this paper, simulation is performed by 10 images of each database subset. For example, an enrollment output was taken from an image of finger knuckle print is shown in Fig.10, which is stored in the database. In verification process is above same process is repeated and finally, the 128 bits stored is compared with 128 bits of query image with XOR operation. The result for genuine user is shown in Fig.11.

![Image](image.png)

**Table.1.** Parameters used for enrollment and verification phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Key Points</td>
<td>430-545 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Means Clustering</td>
<td>8 clusters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing format</td>
<td>Hex Decimal, Binary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finger Knuckle Print key Point value</td>
<td>128 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOR comparison value</td>
<td>128 bits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table.2.** Comparison for Proposed approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>GAR (%)</th>
<th>FRR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIFT[8]</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp Code[12]</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImComp Code &amp; Mag Code[3]</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGIC[2]</td>
<td>99.14</td>
<td>0.0096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIFT with K-Means Algorithm(Proposed)</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The number of key points is high; the Genuine Acceptance Rate (GAR) is high but False Rejection Rate (FRR) is low. If this is not happened, FRR is high, and then system will not be valid one. According to to this proposed approach, the GAR is increased with more key points and with the maximum cluster size.

The comparison of proposed approach with the existing approach was tabulated in Table 2 and also shown in the ROC graph on Fig. 12. The overall performance of this proposed approach was 99.4%.

7. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a new method of recognition system based on the finger knuckle print bit generation using K-Means algorithm. According to this work, the authentication is done by generating 128 bits value. For efficient matching, bit matching scheme proposed in this paper. To analysis their performance of this system, FKP database of 7920 ROI images are utilized. This type of system matches the data very effectively. In the future, we will extend this work to multibiometrics bit generation with the fusion values.
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